Bridger Wilderness
Wind River Range
Pinedale, WY
Aug. 10-14, 2009
50 miles / 25+ lakes
Elevation: 8,000 – 11,000’

This is the trip that I have been anticipating for years. I consider the Wind Rivers to be
the Mecca of backcountry fly-fishing destinations. The Wind River Range runs 100 miles
along the Continental Divide. It hosts 40 Granite peaks over 13,000’ and around 150
Glaciers including many of the largest in the lower forty-eight. The Winds have around
1600 lakes plus many streams that harbor several species of trophy size trout. You could
take week long trips each year over a lifetime and still not see it all. I geared this trip
toward the chance of catching a trophy Golden in the most scenic but most heavily used
area of the wilderness.
When most people think of the Winds they probably think of solitude due to its vast
expanse. That is true for most trips but I have always wanted to catch a trophy Golden
and decided to venture into an area that had a high concentration of trophy Golden lakes.
I knew from my research that it was not easy to access these lakes or to catch the trout
once I got there. I also knew that I was not the only person with the desire to catch a
trophy Golden.
The majority of the hike is over 10,000’ shortly after leaving the trailhead. I left from the
Elkhart Park Trailhead and finished at the Green River Lakes Trailhead at the northern
end of the Wilderness. It was a 40 mile journey without the side trips. The heart of the
trip leads to Titcomb Basin which is glacier country and the base of the highest peaks in
the range. It is the most popular area in the wilderness due to mountain climbing and the
scenic vistas that are unbelievable. It is also known for the rare monster Golden Trout
that inhabit some of the highest lakes in the range.
As I hiked the trails it felt like a National Park. There were many people checking out the
marvelous wonders. This trip was a mixed bag but certainly a trip that will be etched into
my mind forever.

Itinerary
Monday: Camp - Island Lake 10,346’. Backpack 11.5m & 1,840’ gain from Elkhart Park
Lakes: Eklund 10,250’ R; Barbara 10,200’ R; Hobbs 10,070 R; Seneca 10,250 R; Little
Seneca 10,400’ R, Island C, R, G
Tuesday: Camp – Island Lake. Dayhike to Titcomb Basin. 10m & 500’ gain
Lakes: Pothole; Titcomb Lakes 10,598’; Mistake 10,782’ – All Golden
Wednesday: Camp – Elbow Lake 10,777’. Backpack 8.5m
Lakes: Lower Jean C; Upper Jean 10,800’ C; Elbow 10,777’ G
Thursday: Backpack to Green River Lakes Trailhead. 20m & 2,400’ loss
Lakes: Pass 10,455’ C; Twin Lakes 10,348’ G; Summit 10,324’C
Friday: Fish the Hoback and Snake River on the way home for
Snake River and Yellowstone Cutthroat
B = Brook

R = Rainbow

C = Cutthroat

G = Golden

Other options for Golden Trout on this hike:
1. From Little Seneca Lake, hike a couple miles south on the highline trail over
11,100’ Lester Pass to Tommy and Nelson Lakes for average size Golden Trout.
2. Continue on from Nelson and Tommy Lakes to Cook Lakes. Cook Lake holds the
world record Golden Trout (28”, 11lb 4oz) but now has mostly Brook Trout.
3. From the Island Lake inlet on the south, hike cross-country 2.5m over an 11,180’
pass to less visited Wall Lake for trophy size Golden Trout.
4. From Elbow Lake, hike a couple miles over 11,120’ Shannon Pass to Peak Lake

19” Golden

Monday
Monday was the arduous 11.5 mile journey from Elkhart Park trailhead to Island
Lake. It all started out at the trail register. I noticed that a father and daughter had
been missing for two days after hiking from Seneca Lake to Island Lake. The son,
who stayed in camp, went for help. They got lost the night of the big snow storm. We
noticed rescue helicopters flying over for the next two days and never did hear of the
outcome. Luckily for us the storms came before and after we left. The weather was
perfect for the trip but the Mosquitoes were relentless.
Next on the trail was a Scout group. I just got through talking to the leader and ten
minutes later I heard two gunshots over the ridge. I hiked up the trail and noticed a
dead horse. It had spooked and broken its leg. I ran into the Scout group later in the
trip. The Forest Service wanted him to cut up the horse and pack it out but he
couldn’t. The Forest Service resorted to blowing the horse up with dynamite instead.
The hike was inspiring but demanding as we hiked closer to the jagged peaks of the
Continental Divide. We caught a few average sized Rainbows from each lake on the
way to our destination. The mood was somber as many told us that large Golden’s
were rare and very difficult to catch. I realized it would be difficult but doubted my
plans after several negative comments including those at the fly shop. I wondered if
we should have targeted the remoteness and big Cutthroat of the Winds instead.

Seneca Lake on the way to Island Lake

The hike

Island Lake with Fremont Peak looming in the background

We arrived at Island Lake ready for a rest. Resting had its drawbacks as mosquitoes
instantly swarmed us anytime we stopped. The mosquito net was a must even in mid
August. We fished the lake and had very slow action. I had a couple of rises but
didn’t hook anything.
The slow fishing wasn’t helping the somber mood of wondering if we should have
hiked all this way to fish these popular lakes. I was trying to decide whether we
should fish Titcomb Basin or hike cross-country to less visited Wall Lake. We
decided to take it easy and go to Titcomb Basin and then try Wall Lake on
Wednesday.

The evening rays on Island Lake

A view from the trail

Tuesday
The plan for Tuesday was to fish Mistake Lake for some rare legendary Golden’s and
perhaps climb 13,745’ Fremont peak. It is the third tallest peak behind Gannet Peak
and the Grand Teton. It would be over a 3,000’ climb from Titcomb Basin. I wanted
to look off the other side of the Continental Divide at the largest Glaciers in the lower
forty eight.
We hiked five miles to Mistake Lake from camp. The hike through Titcomb Basin
was one of the most beautiful places I’ve been. The landscape was dotted with
wildflowers and peaks that held glaciers that reflected in the lakes. As serene as it was
the mood was still muddled by the highway of hikers.

Making a few casts in Lower Titcomb Lake on the way to Mistake Lake in the Titcomb Basin

Hiking into Mistake is a little tricky due to all the sheer cliffs around the lake. We
took our chance and started the climb to a low spot in the ridge. As I made my way to
the top I found that we hit the lake right in the middle. We had also found solitude.
I hiked over to the edge of the cliff and peered down into the clear, deep water. My
eyes got real big as I saw a 20” Golden cruising the edge at the base of the cliff.
I was not only excited to see a fish that big but it was also on the surface. I’d been
told that we’d have to fish deep for the chance at a trophy. I ran back over the hill to

tell Rick to come and look. We both got real excited as we made our way down a
narrow steep ravine to the lake where we were able to access 50’ of shoreline.
I had my fly rod and Rick had his spinning rod. I saw a few more fish rising and
decided I’d stick with a dry fly. I tried a Blue Dun which seemed to match the hatch.
We both pounded the water for over an hour without any success. I tried all kinds of
flies and Rick tried all kinds of spinners but with no success.
I took a break and walked back up to the cliff to see if I could view any more cruising
Golden’s. As I reached the top I heard Rick yell “fish on”. I ran back down to get the
camera ready and help with landing the fish. It was fighting hard as it leaped twice
from the water and made a few runs. It looked like a nice sized fish! We both got very
excited as we secured it on the bank. It measured out to be a nice 17” Golden. It
wasn’t a trophy but it was by far the biggest Golden we had ever caught.

Rick’s first Golden at 17”

About 15 minutes later I again heard “fish on”. I then heard him say “I think I found a
lure that works”. We got even more excited as we landed the fish after another great
fight. It measured 19”. I consider 19” a trophy Golden even though we wanted to
reach the magical 20” mark. Believe me, there were no complaints as our excitement
echoed down the canyon.

After fishing a little longer we decided to fish the outlet which would give us a lot of
shore to fish plus a good takeoff point for me to climb Fremont Peak. This meant we
had to descend all the way to the valley and then climb back up a different chute. The
only other fisherman on the lake was at the outlet as well. While talking he mentioned
that he had been fishing the same flies as me with no success even though they were
rising everywhere. I noticed a Caddis Fly fluttering on the water. I witnessed two
large Golden’s approach the fly, pause and look at it, and then swim off. That was
very frustrating to see as a fly fisherman. We joined him since he was having no luck
and he wanted the chance to see one caught on the spinner. He didn’t have to wait
long as Rick landed another nice 19” Golden on his first cast.

One of Rick’s 19” Golden’s (This picture won snapshot of the week on Utah’s Roughin’ It Outdoors)

We were all excited. Rick offered me the pole and I handed it to the other fisherman
that let us invade. Within a few casts he landed a 16” Golden. He said that made his
ten day trip. I then fished the spinner for half an hour with no luck.
After having no luck and still no Golden I decided to take a break and climb Fremont
Peak while Rick stayed and fished. I climbed a long steep chute with all fours to get
up to the first knoll. I climbed a little over half way and was exhausted. I had a
decision to make. I could finish climbing to the peak or still have time to fish for a
Golden. I decided to climb to a nice vantage point to take some pictures and then
return for the chance to land a trophy Golden. The views were spectacular!

Titcomb Basin

Indian Basin (below)

Land of lakes and glaciers

After returning to the lake I found that Rick had landed a few more Golden’s with one
reaching 19 ½”. I pounded the water with spinners but to no avail. It was very
frustrating to say the least. I’d look over at my brother and he’d just shake his head
and smile. He said that I wasn’t doing anything different than him. Finally, toward the
end, I finally was able to land a Golden. It didn’t want to give up as it made several
runs and leaped from the water. I was very impressed by its power as I brought it to
the shore. It measured in at 19”. I finally struck it rich!

My 19” Golden

I felt very fortunate. Sometimes it takes a little luck after all the effort. The Golden
Trout is native to the South Fork of the Kern River in California where they seldom
exceed 10”. There are currently over a hundred lakes in Wyoming managed for
Golden Trout. Most of these lakes are in the Wind River Range, but there are also
populations in the Absoraka and Bighorn Mountains and Snowy Range. There are
also sparse populations of Golden in Idaho and Montana and very rare in a few other
western states. Most Golden Trout in Wyoming seldom exceed fourteen inches even
in the Wind River Range. Only a few lakes support trophy Golden Trout.
At the end of the day, ten Golden’s had been landed; Four at/over 19”, three at 17”
and three at 16”. It was certainly a day that I will always remember and a day that
will be at the forefront of my outdoor adventures.

Fishing Mistake Lake and hiking out

